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Mid-year Market Musings 

Stocks rose sharply a day after the Federal Reserve maintained interest rates near zero while 
suggesting the process of rate normalization would begin this year subject to the support of an 
increase by economic data.  So what’s new?   
  
Most observers tied yesterday's sharp rise directly to the comments made by Federal Reserve 
Chairman Janet Yellen that the Fed wanted to get started, but remained hesitant as data to-date was 
not yet strong enough  to support beginning.  Maybe, or maybe not.  No one knows what drives the 
market most days.   Ms. Yellen didn't say anything different on Wednesday than she has been saying 
for months.  She clearly teed up the ball for an increase in September.   
 
Other markets indicated the lack of any new information.  Long term interest rates barely moved and 
the dollar fell modestly, perhaps an indication that the consensus was that the odds of a rate increase 
in September were slightly lower than previously anticipated.  That conclusion should be matched 
against the fact that 15 of 17 participants in the FOMC meeting felt the first increase would come this 
year.  The Fed's signal that it’s staying on course with its intent to get started earlier rather than later 
eliminated some outlier outcomes and removed a measure of uncertainty.   
 
Perhaps it should be viewed in a slightly different context.  One old saying is that reality rarely 
exceeds the fears.  The Fed is now off the front page at least until the end of the summer.  Greece is 
still there, of course, but for better or worse, Greece will be a historical event a couple of weeks from 
now.  Again, fears today probably exceed reality.  Greece simply isn't big enough to matter to world 
economies and all the domino theory talk (i.e., Portugal, Spain and Italy are next) has no real basis.  
Whatever happens to Greece should be viewed as one of those periodic one-off national defaults that 
will be very painful for Greeks should it happen, somewhat painful to those with big investments in 
Greece (which we don’t), and meaningless to most of the rest of us. 
  
To be sure there are other news stories that might displace the Fed's first rate hike and Greece on the 
front page.  Nuclear talks with Iran could come to a head soon.  But what I believe is really happening 
to the stock market is a realization that the U.S. economy is on course to continue solid steady 
growth, growth that won't be disrupted by a slow increase in short term interest rates beginning this 
fall. 
  
Look at the recent data.  Housing is showing slow but solid improvement.  Auto sales are at record 
highs.  Consumer spending is improving.  Wages are starting to creep up as is real disposable income.  
Deflationary threats have disappeared.  Trade deficits are narrowing.  Gasoline prices remain well 
below year ago levels.  Volatility in the bond and currency markets is moderating.  We are near the 
beginning of earnings season.  All the improving news should be reflected in second quarter results 
and should at least match expectations. It might also offer some guarded optimism for the path ahead.  
  
While it would be an overstatement to suggest that pessimism abounds, it might be fair to say that 
there is very little optimism.  2% growth with hardly any inflation doesn't inspire optimism.  Fed 
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participants in the FOMC meeting get polled quarterly on their outlooks.  Virtually no one expects 
growth of more than 2.5% as far ahead as they can see.  Nor do they see inflation rising much over 
2%.  It is the same world we have been living in for several years and it has been a pretty good world 
to invest in.  Many skeptics say that stocks have run too far too fast, that steadily declining interest 
rates and quantitative easing by central banks have pushed stocks prices too high.  While it is true that 
declining interest rates helped accelerate the pace of economic activity, earnings and the rise of stock 
prices, a slow rise in short-term rates does not have to end future gains.  Market valuations are not 
stretched to the point a correction is needed.   
  
There was at least one telling statement from Ms. Yellen on Wednesday; it was to focus on the 
likelihood that the Fed will increase rates at a very measured pace once the process begins.  The 
FOMC meets 8 times per year.  If it were to increase rates 25 basis points every other meeting, the 
Fed Funds rate would increase by about one percentage point per year.  Should economic data remain 
consistent with the pace of improvement before the rate normalization process begins, the above may 
be a logical pace early in the cycle until normalization is achieved.  What is normal?  With 2% 
inflation and 2.5% real growth, a 3% Fed Funds rate, or a bit higher, would be neutral.   
  
Since that is not a novel conclusion, it is already somewhat factored into stock (and long-term bond) 
prices.  Equities are not selling at 17-18 times earnings based on expectations of zero percent short 
term interest rates and 2.3% 10-year bond rates forever.   If those were the real expectations, 
valuations (P/E) today would be significantly higher.  Valuations may not rise significantly if 
inflation expectations stay near 2% or rise slightly, but we can expect any modest decline in 
valuations to be more than offset by rising earnings.  Now that oil prices have moderated back to over 
$60, earnings will continue to grow.   
  
In short, the near-term ingredients for a better stock market are in place.  Skepticism is high, 
monetary policy remains accommodative even when short term rates increase slowly.  Economic 
growth is solid and maybe even accelerating slightly.  Greek fears may fade soon and the Fed will get 
the first increase out of the way before year end.   
 
While I don't expect a surge, I think the next 5-10% move is up, not down.  Even if there is a modest 
correction ahead for reasons we cannot foresee at the moment, it should be short lived and wouldn’t 
interfere with long-term investment strategies.  With any luck, we will use any available dry powder 
to rebalance and take advantage of short-term volatility for long-term gain. 
 
Sources: Bloomberg, Barrons, Wall Street Journal, New York Times 
 
Disclaimers: 
(1) This communication is not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any of the aforementioned 
products.  
(2) The information contained herein is derived from sources we believe to be accurate. 
Independence Asset Advisors is not responsible for the errors of any third party sources. 
(3) If at any time you no longer wish to receive market updates, please kindly contact us.   


